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1. INTRODUTION

The alpha model for nuclei springs from the fact that the alpha

particle is a strongly bound cluster and, likely, can maintain its

identi*y within a nucleus. It was introduced as early as 1928 by

Gamow l), even before the actual structure of the alpha particle

was known. After the discovering of the neutron in 1932, it was

superseded by the neutron-proton model developed by Heisenberg (2)

and Ma iorana (3). Soon, however, it was again in scene under new

dresse; through the resonating group model introduced by Wheeler (4),

in 193'. In this model, the alpha particles have no permanent

structure as suggested by Gamow, but they exist in a temporary

regime "melting" after a short existence. The protons and neutrons

joint Together again to make up a new alpha cluster, in an

intermittent cycle. Recently, from the work by Wildermuth and

Kanelljupoulos (5), variants of this model have been used very often.

Among :hem, we mention the linear combination of cluster orbital

model (6), that has its origin in atomic and molecular physics;

the orthogonality condition model (7); and, the Brink's model (8).

In 1941, Margenau (9) introduced the structureless-alpha-

Q

particle model by constructing the wave function of Be, by means

of Slater determinants, as two alpha clusters described by their

coordinates A^ and ht • We recall that Wheeler had constructed
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the va\e functions in terms of the proton and neutron coordinates.

Th« interest in this field has been increasing (6,10). Some

calculations are encouraging as those by Harrington(n), Leung

12
and Park (12) and Osman (13) for the broken energy of C into three

alphas. All of them use the Faddeev equation approach vith clusters

of structureless alpha . rticles. Lee et al. (14),stuping the

12
emissici of neutron-deuteron and neutron-triton pairs by C

conduced that the experimental results are consistent vith the

existence of alpha clusters in that nucleus. The results obtained

12

by Fflldt and Gislén (15), with high energy scattering of C and

0 by several targets, are also in agreement vith the alpha-

particle model.

Another interesting result vas obtained by Eichler and Faessler

(16). Tney used the Hartree-Fock method to investigate the mass

density distribution in C, 0 and Ne. Without any "ab initio"

imposition for the existence of alpha clusters, the equidensity

surfaces clearly shoved the presence of such clusters. Other

authors (17-19) found qualitatively similar results.
12

In this Kwrk, we represent the C nucleus as three finite

structureless alpha particles interacting through phenomenoiogical

potentials due to Ali and Bodmer (*^). These potentials are angular-
ia

momentum dependent and reproduce the experimental phase shifts d0/
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<T and o associated with aí-aí scattering. The wave function

is expanded in terms of harmonic-oscillator (HO) states which are

translationally invariant, completely symmetric and have defined

total angular momentum. The coefficients of the expansion, as well

as the oscillator frequency,are treated as variational parameters.

We check the quality of the wave functions for the excited 0+ states

obtained previously (21) and for the 2 states derived here. The test

is made by calculating the spectra, inelastic form factors for

electron scattering, and transition widths for transitions 2 -• 0

(electromagnetic) and 0 -» 0 (pair production ). The results are

compared with the experimental data and a brief discussion is made

about possible causes of some discrepancies.in the opinion of the

author*., the results obtained fairly support the alpha model for

1 2c.

2. EXCITED STATES OF 12C

In this chapter, we construct the wave functions and calculate

the energy of the lower 2 + states of C in the alpha model. We

make an extension of the same method (variational) used in

calculating the 0+ states (21). As the hamiltonian *e are going to

consider does not depend on spin and isospin, the variational
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analysis can be carried out entirely in the configuration space. The

trial vave function is given by the expansion

Z-«./e,U}>JM)\viej3};JH>t (2.1)

where V stands for the set of oscillator quantum numbers 6*A^ >"

which are restricted by the cut-off condition

^ (2-2)

where N is the maximum number of quanta defining the approximation.

The symbol {3/ is to mean that j is completely symmetric, as it

should be.

The basic functions above are explicitly given in terms of

transiationally invariant HO states (22,23), that is,

(2.3)

Z i-

Several constrictions have to be taken into account in evaluating

these sums. The Moshinsky coefficients require that (23)
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besides the triangular relations

Finally, the cut-off condition (2.2) and (2.4) imply

The indices <K and -v- label HO states in the relative Jacobi

coordinates

(2.8)

where £,, jt» d n d %a ar« the lab coordinates of the three alpha

particles. The coordinates and momenta are given in units of

/ft.AM to) a n d (•**!<'**// » respectively, unless otherwise stated.

The parameter £ is connected with the oscillator frequency

through the definition

- . • * • / * fj o i

where -v»t#c
l» ftiffMeV is a completely arbitrary scale factor.
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The 0 states were given explicitly in Ref.21, and the 2 states

can be obtained straighforwardly from (2.1) and (2.3) but with all

even to guarantee positive parity.

3. MATRIX ELEMENTS OF THE HAMILTONIAN

The nuclear interaction potentials considered here were

constructed by Ali and Bodmer (20). They are angular-momentum

dependent and are given by superposition of repulsive and attractive

gaussians, namely, (A in femtimeters)
12

, « \ i v. 4
where

i C k f / l X * ) ] * £/ (3.2a)

and (3.2b)

They are phenomenological potentials in the sense that their

parameters are fitted in order to reproduce the experimental phase

shifts associated with CC-OC scattering.They reproduce 0^» **

and Sj . We used here the potentials

whose parameters are listed in Table 1.
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insert Table 1

In the length unit fixed previously, the coulombian energy

is given by

The matrix elements of the intrinsic hamiltonian Ji^ —original

hamiltonian minus the center-of-mass kinetic energy — with

respec: to the states (2.3) with J « 2 are given by

V 4 .^-
€ • ™;V M | H.\ «;<',T;4> Mi: 2+

C í_

(3.4)
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The redaced matrix elements appearing in (3.4) can be expressed,

using Tilmi integrals, as (23)

l [ ^ / ] * 0.904203̂!

The values of \£ and <X. from Table l are used according to the

value of

The coefficients liCvJt^Á',^) were tabulated in Ref.24,

where there is also a closed formula which allows one to compute

them.

The calculations were carried out in the 22-dimensional sub-

space defined by the 10-quantum approximation considered here. We

recall that in counting the dimensions, i.e., in constructing the

set of quantum numbers vnA^i»>1V'{g/ * besides the relation (2.2)

we have to consider the congruence condition

0 (-rvud 3) (3.6)

connected with the symmetric character of (2.1).

By diagonalizing the matrix formed by the elements gi*en in (3#4),

we get the 2 + energy spectra (eigenvalues) and the corresponding
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coefficients for expansion (2.1) (eigenvectors). The parameter 6

was taken in such a way to minimize the lowest 2 level energy. The

same € was considered to the higher 2+ levels in order to have

orthogonality among these states.

Insert Fig. 1

The spectra for 0 and 2 states are shown in Fig.l. Comparison

with the experimental data suggests that the alpha model gives a

12good representation of C. The fact that most calculations,

12
including ours, do not well reproduce the broken energy of C into

three alphas (7.274 MeV), can be due to oversimplifications

considered in constructing the available potentials. For instance,

according to Horiuchi (7) there is no theoretical basis to justify

the use in the 3-A system of the same repulsive cores which

reproduce the phase shifts of U-OC scattering. Probably, the

repulsive cores must be weaker than those found by Ali and Bodmer.

As an illustration, we collect in Table 2 some results found by

several authors for the lower 0 and 2 energy levels including the

figures found in the present work.

The energy levels obtained here corroborate the calculations by

Mendez-Moreno et al.(25) who use the same method as that described

here.
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4. INELASTIC FORM FACTOR

The form factor for scattering of electrons by nuclei is defined

by

(4.1)

vhere 2e is the nucleus charge, Iv̂ . the momentum transfer, and

*(*) is the charge density (elastic scattering) or the transition

charge density from state À, to state -I (inelastic scattering). In

the definition (4.1), relativistic effects vere neglected.

The charge density can be calculated from the probability of

finding an alpha particle, from a set of it , in some place H ,

namely,

•fyj) jLi(|*) (4.2)

where £4 is the position of the s alpha particle. Referring the

density to the center of mass X « (%!+&'*""*'2»'/** » we

(4.3)

vith

As the alpha particles are not punctual but have a finite size,
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ve have that

(4.4)

where t>A is the inner charge density associated with each

structural alpha particle. In here, Tl^ is the expectation value

of the operator (4.3) with respect to the states (2.1).

By substituting (4.4) in the definition (4.1), we get, after

convolvtion, that

where

is the OÉ-particle form factor, and

12
is the intrinsic or body form factor of C.

The 0(-particle form factor (4.6) is known experimentally (42).

We proceed then to calculate the body form factor (4.7).

For the form factor involving the transition J^ -+ Jy we have

that



(4.8)

where |JM^ is a short notation for the state (2.1). Using the same

method described in Refs.21 and 23, we obtain that

(4.9)

We notice that we have to consider two different oscillator

parameters C, each one associated with the initial or final state.

This means that we must use generalized 3 coefficients to evaluate
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the reduced matrix elements, appearing in (4.9), in terms of Talmi

integrals. These new coefficients, denoted by C(W/*»<{,f>,^ ) » were

discussed by the present authors in Ref.43. By making use of them,

we have that

Z-

(4.10)

where

( 4 < 1 1 )

The last reduced matrix element can be calculated in the same

way and the final result is given by

r(»*|>r<H>

(4.12)
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where ji is given in (3.2b).

Bqvation (4.9) together with (4.10) and (4.12) give the

12
inelastic body form factor of 'C associated with the transition

«J£ _» J± . The expression holds also for the elastic transition

J. -. J". - Q» The results obtained for the transitions 04 -• 0 2

and 0 4_*2* are presented in Figs.2 and 3, respectively. We used

the wave function with the (<íjc<aÉL)-Ali-Bodmer potential which

12
provided the best broken energy of C into three alphas. We also

reproduce in Fig.4 the elastic form factor published previously (21).

The experimental form factors are taken from references 44 47.

In the case 0^ -» 2* , the agreement with experimental data

is excellent in the region ^< 3 JwC. Notice that for ^z3.2L*

the diffraction minimum seems to fit the experimental data since the

experimental errors are large in this region. For greater momentum

transfer the second peak appears somewhat low although there is no

data to be compared yet.

In the case 04 -*• 02 , the first peak appears displaced by

0.2 4** to the left of the experimental result. Its highness, never

theless, is perfect. Our calculations provide two extra peaks at

2,-1 Jrwi" and 3.*?iv*t . Unfortunatelly, there is no experimental

data yet, for comparison.

There is a very interesting detail present in the inelastic body
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form fictors which can be appreciated in Figs.2 and 3. Both of them

have a diffraction minimum at 4% 3.25 J** which coincides with that
I

presented by the experimental form factor of the alpha particle (42).

This can be interpreted as a good evidence for the existence of alpha

12
clusters in C.

For comparison with results obtained by other authors, we refer

the reader to references 31 and 48 54.

In the 10-quantum approximation, we obtained for the rms radius

12of 12C the values 2.2ljp* and 2.16 J*. associated with the (<0

and Cv*2<») Ali-Bodmer potentials, respectively. Those results

compare with the experimental one of 2.421 0.04 Iv*. (55).

12
5. TRANSITION WIDTHS IN C

In tbis chapter, we discuss the 2+ -»> 0+ and 0* —> 0* transition

12
widths in C by making use of the wave functions (2.1). The

transitions 2 •• 0 are developed by photon emission while 0 -• 0

electromagnetic transitions are strictly forbidden. In this case, the

transition can be realized through electron-positron production.

The reduced electromagnetic transition widths associated with

J^-mJi transitions, involving multipolarity 2 are well known to

be given by
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wnere

We consider only electric transitions. The calculations are

totally similar to those carried out to obtain the form factors of

the previous chapter. All one has to do is to use Uie techniques

discussed in Refs. 23 and 43 and some Racah algebra. Although

straightfoward they are somewhat tedious. So we limit ourselves to

give the final result which is the following

V*
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(5.3)

FOi the 0-• O transitions, the mechanism is pair production by

emission of a virtual photon. In this case the reduced vidth is

given ty (56)

" * ° ) S l^^i^OJ 1 ^ • V*pÍJJl)I J^xOSj (5.4)

or

(5.5)

The numerical results obtained in the 10-quantum approximation
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are shown in Table 3. Clearly, the approximation is not so good for

the calculation of transition widths.

INSERT TABLE 3
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Table 1

dò

d2

d4

eo

e2

%

V1(MeV)

- 130

- 130

- 130

- 150

- 150

- 150

ftíffi1)

0.475

0.475

0.475

0.5

0.5

0.5

V2(MeV)

475

320

10

1050

640

0

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.8

0.8

-
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Table 2

REFERENCE

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

EXPEKIMBNTAL
(41)

< W 4 >
( e 0 e 2 % )

7.66

12.6

2.82

4.58

8.98

6.62

4.01

7.40

8.1

-

-

-

-

-

-

7.655

7.39

8.60

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

15.92

-

-

-

-

-

17.76

12.80

14.41

«I
4.43

4.7

-

3.01

5.68

2.98

2.35

2.76

2.4

-

4.80

3.15

3.1

3.05

4.38

4.439

2.80

2.51

-

-

-

5.62

-

-

—

7.74

8.25

-

-

-

-

-

10.3

7.97

9.68

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

16.3

-

-

-

-

-

16.106

13.70

14.28



Table 3

TRANSITION B , (e2.fm4)
calc '

3.422

48.50

57.86

Bexp(e
2.fm4)

7.8t0.4

27.56tl.8

?
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l Energy levels in MeV for the lower 0* and 2* states of C

calculated with Ali-Bodmer potentials. The best value of the

oscillator parameter c is fixed for each J . The calculated

0 levels were taken from Ref.21. The experimental values are

from Ref. 41. For definitive Jx value of 10.3 MeV level see

Ref. 57.

12• + 12
Fig.2 Inelastic °1-»

>2
1 ^orrn factors for C. The corresponding body

form factor is shown in dashed line. The Ali-Bodmer potential

considered was the (d'fd2>d ) one.

12.
Fig. 3 Inelastic 0 -»0 form factors for C. The corresponding body

form factor is shown in dashed line. The Ali-Bodmer considered

was the (dj,d2,d4) one.

12
Fig.4 Elastic charge form factors for C, taken from Ref.21. The

corresponding body form factor is shown in dashed line. The

Ali-Bodmer potential considered was the (d',d2,d ) one.
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TABLE CAPTIONS

Table 1. Parameters for the two Ali-Bodmer potentials considered in

this work.

Table 2. Energies of the lower 0 and 2 states found by several

authors. The energies are in MeV and refer to the gap with

respect to the ground state. Last two rows show present

calculations with the Ali-Bodmer potentials there indicated.

Table 3. Calculated (with Ali-Bodmer (d',d2,d4) potential) and

experimental (41) values for reduced widths. The

experimental result for transition 0*-* 0* is not

avaliable.
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E
(MeV)

20

15

10

1940 f>

1Q3 2*

7.655 0*

4.439 r

EXPERIMENTAL

2Q57

1280

797

7.39

280

c=15

d'd.d
0 2 4

(-1.6118)

22A2

1826

968

860

251
€=18

€=16

eee
0 2 4

d.241)

Fig. 1
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